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HIGHLIGHTS
Film “Citizens know best – participation of citizens
in the decision-making process”
Made within the project “For good governance at local level: education, support and
promotion”, this short animated film about citizen participation shows in a simple
manner how problems in community can be solved together: http://bit.ly/2ilIKYo.

Implementation of the project
CIMULACT, Horizon 2020
ODRAZ is involved in implementation of Horizon 2020
funded project - CIMULACT. Project has as a main
objective to add to the relevance and accountability of
European research and innovation programme - Horizon
2020 as well as national - by engaging citizens and
stakeholders in co-creation of research agendas based on
real and validated societal visions, needs and demands.
ODRAZ is one of the 30 partners and is responsible for
the implementation of activities in Croatia. More about
project: http://bit.ly/2aeSoae.
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Broschure about Global
Sustainable Development
Goals

PU

BL

ODRAZ has published second edition of the

PO

broschure in which we shortly presented Global

IC

LIC

Sustainable Development Goals:
http://bit.ly/2vZHLQY.

IES

Participation in the work of
European Economic and Social
Committee (EESC)

Active contribution
to shaping public
policies

ODRAZ Director, Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, is an active member

Representatives of ODRAZ are

of the EESC. She is a member of the Section: Agriculture,

members of working bodies and ad

Rural Development and Environment and the External

hoc established working groups at

Relations. Lidija Pavić-Rogošić was also selected a member

EU, national, regional and local level,

of the EUROMED Follow up group and President of Joint

through which we participate and

Consultative Committee EU - Chile, body which was

actively contribute to shaping and

established to enhance cooperation between Chilean and

monitoring of implementation of public

European civil society organizations.

policies. Membership in all bodies is on

News from The European Economic and Social Committee

a voluntary basis: http://bit.ly/2x8otZH.

(EESC) can be followed on ODRAZ web page:
http://bit.ly/2a6duW0.
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PROJECTS
Through education, support and promotion
to good governance at the local level
Duration of project: 1st January 2015 - 31st December 2016
Project funded by: EU / IPA 2011 - Reinforcing Support of CSOs’ in Enhancing
Transparency and Good Governance in Croatian Public Administration
Project coordinator: ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development
Partners: Association of Cities in Croatia, ZvoniMir, Knin and Local action group
Zrinska gora-Turopolje

#EPP #DobroUpravljanje
During 2015 and 2016, project was implemented in four Croatia regions:
City of Zagreb, Zagreb, Šibenik-Knin and Sisak-Moslavina Counties. Overall

ODRAZ’s “School for good governance and participatory
development”
Through modular training programme 35 stakeholders from various
sectores were educated.
In the period from May 2015 to June 2016, five blocks of 2-days workshop
were held and three-day training on policy analysis and shadow report.
We designed six partnership projects related to good governance and public
participation. Two partnership projects have been invited to submit project
proposals for cross-border cooperation between INTERREG Croatia-BiH and
the European Social Fund.

objective of the project was to promote good governance and improve
participatory development as a prerequisite for sustainable democratic
society. Main activities for capacity building: EDUCATION, SUPPORT AND
PROMOTION.
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Building capacities of CSOs and local self-governments for good governance
and participatory development.

Study visit to Bruxelles and Gent
(15th to 18th November 2016)
30 participants got acquainted with the work of

New ODRAZ film “Citizens know best
– participation of citizens in the
decision-making process””

some European institutions, international civil

Short animated film about citizen participation

society organizations and representations of

shows in a simple manner how problems in

Croatian counties in Brussels. Examples of the

community can be solved together was made.

best cooperation practice of City of Gent with its

Short animated film can be found on:

citizens were shown, as well:

http://bit.ly/2ilIKYo.

http://bit.ly/2vZJ7Ly
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Panel discussion “Citizens know
best˝ and presentation the results
of the project

The last activities of the project were marked

The second panel discussion was held in

by public events about citizen participation. In

December 2016 in Knin, in cooperation with NGO

cooperation with the Croatian Rural Development

ZvoniMir. The aim of the gathering was to examine

Network - HMRR, in November we organized a

the models and the need for citizen involvement

panel discussion “Citizens in rural development -

and their active participation in local development

from LEADER to CLLD”.

http://bit.ly/2itcF0N.

The end of the project was marked in Zagreb.
Panel discussion about citizen participation
in decision-making processes was held on
22nd of December 2016. > http://www.odraz.
hr/en/news/odraz-news/panel-discussion%E2%80%9Ecitizens-know-best%E2%80%9C-heldin-zagreb
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2g1Aa0l
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More than 1.000 citizens
from 30 countries were
included in this projects
with the aim to share
desirable and sustainable
future of Europe.

Workshop in Milano

CIMULACT - Citizen and
Multi-Actor Consultation
on Horizon 2020
Duration of the project: 1st June 2015 - 31st
December 2017
Project funded by: HORIZON 2020 - European
research and innovation programme
Project coordinator: Danish Board of Technology
Foundation-DBT.
ODRAZ is one of 30 partners, responsible for implementing activities in Croatia. The project consortium
consists of organizations from 28 EU member states
and two partner organization from
Switzerland and Norway.

Hundreds of citizens and experts from 30
European countries have defined 48 guidelines
CIMULACT has as a main objective to add to the
relevance and accountability of European research
and innovation programme - Horizon 2020 as
well as national - by engaging citizens and
stakeholders in co-creation of research agendas

for future research from EU funds to meet the 12
social needs defined in the previous steps. The
project results will affect the definition of research
projects that will be funded under the EU Horizon
2020 program in the next financial period.

based on real and validated societal visions,
needs and demands.
CIMULACT is short for „Citizen and Multi-Actor
Consultation on Horizon 2020”. The project
continued in 2016 with a series of activities
involving citizens and experts.

#CIMULACT
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Short policy briefs of implemented projects
== The first short review summarizes the methodology and results of
consultation with citizens, carried out in 30 European countries >
(http://bit.ly/2v2hLqT)
== A second brief overview the process, as well as the main results of
consultation with citizens and experts across Europe, for the purpose of
drawing up a research program scenario (http://bit.ly/2vV6HLa).

On-line consultation
- Create your desirable European future!
On-line consultation with citizens was conducted in 30 European countries in
the period from August to October 2016. Citizens were invited to fill extensive
online survey and to thereby join researchers, relevant stakeholders and
decision makers in redefining of the European Research and Innovation
Agenda Horizon 2020, in order to make it more accountable.
By taking part in this consultation, 3458 respondents (of which 283 are
from Croatia) evaluated and enriched 48 proposed research programs.

Second national workshop
The process has begun at the end of 2015. with national workshops in which
1.088 citizens from 30 European countries were involved, through which
total of 180 visions of the desirable future from the perspective of citizens
were developed. In total 48 scenarios were created, four for each of 12 social
needs areas.
Target groups were citizens, stakeholders and experts. They have worked
on three from 12 recognized social needs and five possible directions and
research programmes: http://bit.ly/2xoD4Q8.
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Pan-European conference of the project CIMULACT

Dialogue on mobility in Zagreb

During two-day Pan-European conference of the project CIMULACT in

Trajanje projekta: 10. studeni 2015. - 10. studeni 2017.
Duration of the project: 10th November 2015 - 10th
November 2017

Bruxelles, representatives of 30 countries discussed possible research
topics and calls of the new The EU Framework Program for Research and
Innovation: http://bit.ly/2vZV4AE.

Project funded by: EU / IPA 2012 - Building local
partnerships for open government and combating
corruption in the responsible management of
natural resources. Co-funded by Croatian Office for
Cooperation with NGOs
Project coordinator: ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development
Partners: Association “Cyclists’ Union”, City of Zagreb

#mobilnostZG
The goal of the project is to establish a transparent and effective framework
and practice of continuous dialogue between citizens, civil society
organizations and the City of Zagreb to manage traffic and other solutions in
mobility as a local public good.
The project is aimed at organising discussions on mobility and the necessary
improvements in traffic, in which citizens will be involved at an early stage of
planning and decision-making. Through a participatory approach, the citizens
will have an opportunity to inform and discuss problems and desirable
improvements with the representative of Department of Planning, Town
Building, Construction, Utilities and Transport, city districts and local boards.
This will increase civic participation and strengthen the capacities of citizens
and civil society organizations to participate in improving mobility in the city.
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Meeting with citizens “Mobility in my neighbourhood”
We held three meetings in local committees that showed a high level of
citizen’s interest in all issues related to their neighborhood mobility.

It has been shown, and some of the citizens have said that there are no similar meetings
and that there is plenty of room for improvement of the City’s communication with citizens
and their regular reporting on the activities and steps taken by local committees, city
districts and offices of the City of Zagreb.
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Photo competition “Moving through my city”
The fifth annual competition was conducted to encourage citizens of Zagreb to critically reflect on
the city traffic, with focus on sustainable, clean, energy-efficient and environment friendly mobility
modes. An announcement of the best photos and award ceremony was held on 21st September
2015 during the European Mobility Week.

79 photographs
from 48 authors
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Workshops
During 2016 two 2-days workshops were held, out of five planned, aimed at
citizens, city administration employees, civil society organizations and civic
initiatives from the Zagreb area for a total of 45 participants.
Following topics were on the agenda: Community led sustainable local
development and From the idea to the project.

Panel discussions
== “Pedestrians and cyclists - how to co-exist and share space˝
== ˝Development of cycling traffic in urban areas in the context of
sustainable traffic development˝

Within the project, the Cyclist Union made interactive map of cycling routes
around Zagreb. The map allows users to search for specific routes to their
desired destination, make their own suggestions and report problems and
observations > http://sindikatbiciklista.hr/interaktivna-karta/
More about project: http://bit.ly/2adCL1m
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The network was established in Ljubljana in April 2013 and by the end of
2016 it had 112 members. ODRAZ is a Secretariat of the Network.

Informing
Members of CIVINET and all other interested stakeholders and media have
been acquainted with network activities, members’ activities, interesting
events in the area of sustainable urban mobility and news with EU good
practice cases:

Sustainable Urban Mobility Network
CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia-South East Europe
Duration of the project: 1st September 2013 - 31st August 2016
Project funded by: CIVITAS CAPITAL Project (EC_DG MOVE), The Croatian
Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund (EPEEF)
From 2016 volunteer contribution of ODRAZ
Network coordinator: ODRAZ as a Croatian Secretariat of the Network

#CIVINETSloHrJIE

== 108 issues, 4.418 users and 17.684 views on web page
http://civinet-slohr.eu
== 11 issues on electronic newsletter CIVINET Info
== 603 issues and 1.571 users on Sustainable urban mobility Facebook
page
ODRAZ presented the network to the members of the Association of Cities
in the Republic of Croatia (Zagreb, 9 March) and the Council on Local SelfGovernment (Rabac, 6 July). We also supported the first national campaign
“Bike to Work” (May 9 - June 2).

CIVINET Slo-Cro-SEE is a network of cities and other stakeholders, which
in Slovenia and Croatia, as well as in Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Macedonia and Serbia deal with sustainable planning and
management of mobility. Objective of the network is knowledge sharing and
good practice exchange as well as implementation of partner projects which
are meant to finance future sustainable mobility activities.
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Meetings for members and organising Network`s
Assemblies
Third CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia Network’s annual Assembly
dedicated to good practices in sustainable urban mobility

Before Assembly, the Management and Political Committees met and
discussed renaming of the Network, and Political Committee issued this
year’s Political statement: http://bit.ly/2wk8ryt.
City of Nova Gorica presented projects and achievements in sustainable
mobility, and examples of joint projects with neighbouring Italian

Organized assembly was an opportunity for 40 members to meet and recall
of Networks’ activities done in 2015 and to announce activities in 2016.
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municipalities.

Events
Round table “Pedestrians and cyclists
- how to co-exist and share space˝
For 40 participants - representatives of the cycling associations, City of
Zagreb, City districts, media and interested citizens – were presented
engaging presentations held by partners from the Urban Planning Institute
of the Republic of Slovenia, the Faculty of Traffic Sciences in Zagreb and the
Cyclists’ Union > http://bit.ly/2xoHvKC.
CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia-SEE Forum
By organising the first CIVINET Forum, Network marked three years of
successful activities. Some 70 participants from Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia
& Herzegovina and Serbia, representing towns, NGOs, institutes, schools,
faculties and companies had a chance to hear about successful town
projects related to sustainable urban mobility, but also those of NGOs,
schools and businesses.
The event was organised by ODRAZ, Croatian Secretariat of the Network:
http://bit.ly/2wu6r7b.
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Attracting new members
In 2016, 18 new members have joined the Network and we can report with
great pride that CIVINET Network is the largest and most active European
CIVINET network which had in the end of the year 112 members, thereof 44
cities.

Participation in study visits and other events
Study visit to Graz

Because of its many achievements, as well as recently implemented largescale projects in the field of sustainable mobility, the city of Graz was chosen
for visit of 20 members of the network CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia-SEE and 20
members of the network CIVINET Hungary > http://bit.ly/2g1AfAZ.

14th CIVITAS Forum, Gdynia

The topic of this year’s conference was called “Shaping the mobility of
tomorrow”. During the Forum the meeting of CIVINET networks was held,
in which sustainability of existing and establishment of new networks was
discussed.
On behalf of ODRAZ and Technical Secretariat of
the network, representatives of ODRAZ participated
in the conference > http://bit.ly/2wu8c4i.
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During 2016, the following activities were implemented:
== Round tables
Six round tables “Zagreb’s talks on employment”, in which
representatives of the Local partnership for Employment of the City of
Zagreb discussed about the sources of information and data for the
implementation of labor market analysis in the area of employment
and education.

Project Intervention and Implementation
Partnership (PIIP Forum) - Local Partnership
for Employment in the City of Zagreb
Duration of the project: 3rd December 2014 -1st October 2016
Project funded by: European social fund (Investing in Your Future,
European Union)
Partners: Institute for Labour Market Development (lead partner),
ODRAZ-Sustainable Community Development, Croatian Employment Service Regional Office Zagreb, Development Agency Zagreb

#LPZagreb #PIIPForum
Within the project members of Local Partnership for Employment of the
City of Zagreb (LPE) and other interested stakeholders have the opportunity
to develop project ideas and enter into project partnerships in order
to reach the City of Zagreb’s Human Resource Development Strategy
objectives.

Round table will serve as a foundation for all types of cooperation in
preparation and implementation of projects which will contribute to
human resources development and employment in Zagreb area.
== PIIP Forum
First PIIP Forum was held in two cycles where the project members
of Local Partnership for Employment of the City of Zagreb (LPE) and
other interested stakeholders have the opportunity to develop project
ideas and started to elaborate on different elements of the project; four
project ideas for the City of Zagreb’s Human Resource Development
Strategy objectives were reached.
Second PIIP Forum served to define project proposals in accordance
with the requirements of the competition, following the project
concepts developed during the First PIIP Forum.
== Meeting with LPE members (LPZ Steering Board Meeting (5 July) and
Assembly LPZ Zagreb)
== Constructed the LPE web site: http://www.lpz-zagreb.hr/home

The main objective of this project is to ensure quality governance and
work of LPE in the City of Zagreb and establishment of the PIIP Forum for
development of projects and partnerships.

More about project: http://bit.ly/2x8VswW
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Building Trust in Community Philanthropy

Iii) Encouraging individual philanthropy - establishing an on-line delivery

Duration of the project: 19th October 2015 - 18th May 2017
Project funded by: EU / IPA 2012 - Encouraging innovative forms of philanthropy
in local communities to support the sustainability of civil society organizations

Iv) Encouraging corporate liability - regional award for philanthropic of the

Partners: Community Foundation Slagalica from Osijek, ODRAZ - Sustainable
Community Development, PGDI - Project Civic Democratic Initiatives from Beli
Manastir

During 2016, the following activities were held:

#LokalnaFilantropija

module.
year in the corporate sector.

== prepared flyer “I want to know about
philanthropy”
== developed a feasibility study for the

The project aims to strengthen the capacity of local civil society
organizations in Slavonia in order to lessen the perceived problems at the

Path of Trust (establishing)
== completed field research on a

local level through the promotion and support of innovative forms of local

sample of 1,000 citizens responding

philanthropic actions.

to a questionnaire on individual

The project is being implemented in five Slavonian counties, while the

philanthropy and on a sample of 100

research on the “Culture of Giving” covers the whole of Croatia.

companies from all over Croatia who
responded to a questionnaire on

The project consists of four groups of activities:

corporate philanthropy.

I) the development of an innovative philanthropy model in Baranja: after

Promotion of research results and achievement of most project goals is

implementing a feasibility study based on the ODRAZ method, a foundation

envisaged in 2017.

in Beli Manastir will be established that will care about the needs of young
people without parental care after leaving the foster care system.
Ii) National research of individual and corporate philanthropy in Croatia: this
research, for which data processing and report preparation is in charge of
ODRAZ, will provide relevant information on the amount of funding disbursed
for charitable purposes, reasons / motivation for giving and trends of giving
in Croatia, whereby the data obtained will be compared with the data of other
countries in the region.
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* More on project: http://bit.ly/2a44HUu.

Platform for rural development
of South East Europe

Duration of the project: 1st November 2015 - 31st October 2016
Project funded by: Croatian National Foundation for Civil Society Development,
Thematic Fund - “Democratisation and Civil Society Development 2.0”
Platform Coordinator: Croatian Rural Development Network - HMRR
Partners: ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development; Association for Creative Development Slap, Osijek, Deša - Dubrovnik; Ibar development association
“IDA”, Serbia; Rural educational centre, Serbia; Regional Development Agency for
Herzegovina REDAH, Bosnia and Herzegovina; Centre for Economic and Rural
Development - CERD, Bosnia and Herzegovina; Rural Development Network of
Montenegro; Rural Development Network of Macedonia

#RuralnaPlatformaJIE
Platform for rural development of South East Europe connects ten
organizations engaged in rural development in South-Eastern Europe to
exchange ideas, information and experiences and advocate the interests of
rural stakeholders.
Platform objectives:
== Cooperation and networking of CSOs with knowledge and experience in
order to jointly help rural development of South East Europe.
== Platform encourages balanced development of rural areas and thus

“From Sustainable Economy to Sustainable Society”
Regional Forum (Baranja, 23 - 24 September)
ODRAZ has actively participated in the 2nd panel, where Višnja Jelić Mück
spoke about European LAGs as a driving force for development
> http://bit.ly/2vlhyKE.

Periodically review report on the progress of rural
policies in SEE
This periodic review is the result of the cooperation of representatives of
civil society organizations dealing with rural development in five countries:
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Croatia, Macedonia and Serbia.
The methodology and questionnaires were developed by ODRAZ, and the
review was prepared by Višnja Jelić Műck from ODRAZ, in cooperation with
national coordinators. Periodic review is available in Croatian language at
the following link > http://bit.ly/2pn7rlL.

influence the improvement of the quality of life in South East Europe.
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An important component of the project will be educational campaign to raise
citizens’ awareness in Velika Gorica, led by ODRAZ.
Project objective is the establishment and operation of a multisectoral

Participatory management of natural resources
Duration of the project: 2nd November 2015 - 2nd November 2017
Project funded by: EU / IPA 2012 - Strengthening local partnerships for open
government and the fight against corruption in the responsible management of
natural resources, co-financed by Croatian Office for Cooperation with NGOs

between CSO representatives, local authorities, the media and interested
public.

Seminar ˝Participatory management of natural
resources˝ (Velika Gorica, 30 March)

Project coordinator: Society for Sustainable Development Design (DOOR)
Partners: Town of Velika Gorica, ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development,
Association of Towns in Croatia, Green network of activist groups-ZMAG

The seminar was attended by representatives of city offices and companies,

#suDjelujVG

the management of natural resources in the area of Velika Gorica.

Project objective is to strengthen capacities of local CSOs in Velika
Gorica to monitor and cooperate efficiently with local authorities on the
implementation of public policies relevant for managing of public goods and
natural resources.
Project aims to promote transparency and citizens’ involvement in the
management of public goods and natural resources in the area of City of
Velika Gorica.
Workshops and seminars in Velika Gorica are organised, and during 2017
in other cities (Koprivnica, Osijek, Rijeka and Zadar). Partners encourages
wider citizens’ involvement through a volunteer program for students that
will enable youth to gain experience and opportunity to contribute to the
community.
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working group that seeks to achieve closer and more immediate cooperation

associations and interested citizens. The seminar was conducted as a
starting point for further development of the model of citizen involvement in

Advocacy Campaign (20 September - 20 October)
The aim of the advocacy campaign was to involve the people of Velika
Gorica in solving problems related to natural resources in the area. In the
public buses of ZET that runs in Velika Gorica, posters with information
about the project were set up, and on the bus stations posters with the QR
code, which could be reached on the official project page.
ODRAZ, in co-operation with its partners, was in charge of designing the
campaign. Local photographers were also included in the campaign. In the
building of the City Administration a box was set in which citizens could
enter their suggestions and comments.
You can find out more about the campaign and project in Croatian language
in this video > https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L39QSF-JL8U.

Study trip to Bologna (5 - 7 October)
Forty representatives of the city administration of Velika Gorica, local
utility companies, associations and media in Bologna met with numerous
examples of successful cooperation between the city and citizens in the field
of public property management such as city parks and other public spaces.
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2alzgsp.
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Building Youth Capacity for New
Employment Opportunities

Sustainable Mobility in Zagreb - European
Policies for the human scale city

Duration: 1st July – 31st December, 2017
Financial Support: City of Zagreb
Project holder: ODRAZ-Sustainable community development

Duration: 1st July – 31st December, 2017
Financial Support: City of Zagreb
Project holder: ODRAZ-Sustainable community development

The aim of this project was to teach young people from Zagreb area to

The project’s activities were focused on promoting and encouraging

articulate their ideas and to transform them into a concrete project that

sustainable, clean and energy-efficient ways of transport in the city.

is realistic and feasible. 27 young people participated in project activities,

Through regular informing via web, Facebook page and

which strengthened the capacities for their own development and creation

CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia-SEE electronic newsletter, we have briefed on new

of new employment opportunities, as well as for contributing to positive

EU regulations and trends in the field of sustainable mobility, examples of

changes in their environment.

good practices, relevant events and publications.

And we can do it! Buidling Capacities of Zagreb
associations for the preparation of European
projects
Duration: 1st October – 31st December, 2017
Financial Support: City of Zagreb
Project holder: ODRAZ-Sustainable community development

Representatives from different associations active in Zagreb participated
in interactive training, in which they become acquainted with the concept
of sustainable development and the new approach to local development
in the EU (Community Led Local Development - CLLD), the basic principles
of community organization and the roles of the sectors in society and the
involvement levels in decision making processes. 24 participants were
included in the training.
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The target group was members of the CIVINET network, Zagreb citizens,
traffic experts and spatial planners, activists and relevant associations, as
well as other stakeholders interested in sustainable transport solutions and
improving the quality of life in the city.

Global sustainable development goals:
What does Zagreb have to do with it?
Duration: 1st October – 31st December, 2017
Financial Support: City of Zagreb
Project holder: ODRAZ-Sustainable community development

An interactive workshop about the Global sustainable development
goals was held for students of the Faculty of Chemical and Technology
engineering: http://bit.ly/2vZpLpP.
Within the project, second edition of the brochure on the Global
Sustainable Development Goals with the aim of informing citizens and
interested stakeholders in Croatia about the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable
Development has been published > http://bit.ly/2vZHLQY.
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EDUCATION
Designing and organizing non-formal education is part of the ODRAZ core
activities, including training and changing participants’ attitudes, gaining
knowledge and developing skills for sustainable development on the local level.
During 2016, ODRAZ has held six workshops:
== Project Cycle Management (PCM) and Logical Framework Approach
== Community organising
== Policy analysis and shadow report and the possibilities of using various
social media for inclusion of different target groups
== Community led sustainable local development
== From the idea to the project
== Global Goals for Sustainable Development

Radionica

OD IDEJE DO PROJEKTA
2.-3. 11. 2016.

10:00 - 16:oo sati
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Catering Kvatrić
Maksimirska 127, Zagreb

PUBLIC POLICIES
of implementation of public policies within the scope of our work and

Presentation of the initiative “Your Europe, Your say 2016” to
students of the high school ˝Croatian King Zvonimir˝ (Krk, 4

activities - environmental protection, sustainable development, rural

March)

ODRAZ participates and actively contributes to shaping and monitoring

development, regional development, local development, civil society
development, public participation, lifelong learning, education for

Lidija Pavic-Rogosic visited high school ˝Croatian King Zvonimir˝ in Krk.

sustainable development, etc.

The EESC chose this school as a Croatian representative on gathering
around 100 students in the event “Your Europe, Your say!”. During three

Representatives of ODRAZ are members of working bodies and ad hoc

days, from 17 to 19 March 2016, in the center of the EESC in Brussels, they

established working groups at EU, national, regional and/or local level.

talked about the topic of migration and refugee crisis. Lidija helped them to
prepare for this event and hosted them in Brussels > http://bit.ly/2g2xSxT.

European Economic and Social Committee (EESC)
ODRAZ Director, Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, is an active member of the EESC,
Group III - other civil society organisations. She took part in plenary
sessions and meetings of sections (Agriculture, Rural Development and
Environment - NAT and the External Relations - REX), study groups for
drafting opinions and other activities in Brussels.
President of ODRAZ Višnja Jelić Mück is apointed Ms Pavić-Rogošić
alternate by the EESC.
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The round table ˝Poverty and inequality in society challenges for sustainable development˝ (Zagreb, 14 June)
This round table was supported by ODRAZ and organized by the Croatian
Network for Rural Development-HMRR, Croatian network against povertyHMPS and the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC). The
organization of this event brought together some 70 representatives
of cities, universities, associations, trade unions, ministries and other
stakeholders.

The event was moderated by Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, director of ODRAZ, but
also a member of HMRR Board and the EESC, together with Nino Žganec
from Faculty of Law, Department of Social Work and Croatian Anti Poverty
Network.
Lidija Pavić-Rogosić initially presented Global sustainable development
goals. The focus was put on goal No.1: Eradicate poverty in all its forms
everywhere in the world > http://bit.ly/2xoHwOL.
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EESC events and conferences
In addition to active participation in the sessions in Brussels, Lidija PavićRogošić actively participated in various events and conferences organized
by the EESC:
== A hope for Europe! Culture, cities and new narratives˝ (Brussels, 20 – 21
June)
== Next steps for a sustainable European future under the heading
Reforming Europe towards sustainability - Implementing the Global
Sustainable Development Goals (Brussels, 7 July)
== EUROMED 2016 (Vravrona, Greece, 24 and 25 October)
== Cork+20: leaving rural areas behind is no longer an option

Advisory meetings with representatives of associations,
organized by the Office for Association VRH
== Global Sustainable Development Goals by 2030 (Zagreb, 1 April)
- a thematic meeting was held with the aim of raising the level of
information on global activities in the field of sustainable development.
Lidija Pavić-Rogošić presented the European Economic and Social
Committee with a special emphasis on the process of drafting and the
main features of the Agenda 2030 opinion prepared by the EESC.
== Community Led Local Development (Zagreb, 8 July)
== Lidija Pavić-Rogošić presented a new EU approach to Sustainable Local
Development - CLLD (Community Led Local Development). An ODRAZ
short film about CLLD was also shown.

(Brussels, 9 November)

Lidija Pavić-Rogošić was also selected a member of the EUROMED Follow up group and
President of Joint Consultative Committee EU - Chile, body which was established to
enhance cooperation between Chilean and European civil society organizations.
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First meeting of the EU-Chile Joint Consultative Committee
(Santiago, 4th and 5th of October)

Other advisory bodies and working groups
== Monitoring Committee of OP Human resources development 2007 –

Around 100 representatives of Chilean civil society organizations, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and EU Delegation, as also a large number of ambassadors
of the EU countries took part in the inaugural meeting on the first day. Lidija
Pavić-Rogošić gave a welcome address in the name of EESC:
http://bit.ly/2wuNnG1.

2013 // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
== Monitoring Committee of the OP Effective human resources 2014- 2020
// Marina Dimić Vugec
== City of Zagreb Partnership Council for development of Zagrebplan //
Višnja Jelić Mück
== Local partnership for employment (LPZ) of Zagreb County and Local
partnership for employment (LPZ) of the City of Zagreb, where Lidija
Pavić-Rogošić is Governing Board member
== Working Group for Development of the new human resources
development strategy of the City of Zagreb // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, Marina
Dimić Vugec
== UO National network for rural development, Višnja Jelić Mück
== UO Croatian rural development network // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
== Organizational Committee of the Second Croatian rural parliament //
Višnja Jelić Mück
== UO CROSOL - Croatian platform for international citizen solidarity
// Marina Dimić Vugec
== Executive Board of the European network PREPARE // Višnja Jelić Mück

News from The European Economic and Social Committee (EESC)
can be followed on ODRAZ web page!
The news related to the work of EESC, with detailed report from plenary sessions with
links on adopted opinions can be read and followed on: http://odraz.hr/en/news/europeaneconomic-and-socialcommittee-eesc.
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PUBLICATIONS
New challenge - Global goals for sustainable
development till 2030
ODRAZ has published second edition of the brochure in which we shortly
present Global Sustainable Development Goals with the aim of informing
citizens and interested stakeholders in Croatia about the Agenda 2030 for
Sustainable Development.
An electronic edition of broschure at Croatian language is available at the
following link: http://bit.ly/2mXmhCK.

We hope that this publication will be an incentive to Croatia to carry out a
wide consultative process when determining “its own” goals and indicators for
monitoring of their implementation, similar to one which United Nations carried
out on the global level.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Education and training for members of the LAG
Southern Istria (Vodnjan, 26 and 27 January)
A two-day workshop was held for members of the LAG Southern Istria
in which she presented ESI Funds (European Structural and Investment
Funds) and the Operational Program “Effective Human Resources” through
which funds from the European Social Fund will be funded. The second part
of the workshop was devoted to developing project ideas.

Evaluation of the project of the BIOM association
(Gospić, 31st May)
ODRAZ has conducted an external evaluation of the European project
“Wilderness watch: building capacity for sustainable use and monitoring of
nature components” of the BIOM association.
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Regional training “Advocacy, lobbying and policy
research and analysis of local, national and EU policies
and instruments of rural development˝
(Vrnjačka Banja, 29 August - 2 September)
Trainers from ODRAZ and Croatian Rural Development Network - HMRR
conducted a five-day training for trainers on public policy analysis and
reporting from the shadow within the European project “Alter - Active local
community for economic development of rural areas”.

Focus group on Dear approach (Karlovac, 9 September)
Marina Dimić Vugec was the focal group moderator for the European
project “LADDER - Local Authorities as Drivers for Development Education
and Raising awareness”, whose national implementation partner is the
Croatian County Council. In the work of the focus group, 20 representatives
from different stakeholders took part in the discussion, considering new
possibilities for increasing project performance at national and local level.

Participants of the training were representatives of national networks for
rural development from Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro,
Kosovo, Macedonia, Turkey and Serbia.

Strategic Planning of the RODA association
(Zagreb, 26 and 27 October)
Lidija Pavić-Rogošić designed the process and moderated the two days of
strategic planning workshop for employees and members of RODA-Parents
in action.
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INFORMING
The Community Network
(MLR)
The great emphasis ODRAZ places on informing
target groups, the broader interested public and
the media, on the topics that are in our focus of
work (sustainable local and rural development,
development of civil society, public policies, education, public participation, good governance and
sustainable urban mobility etc.).
In addition to direct beneficiaries who are
involved in ODRAZ activities, there is a large
number of indirect beneficiaries who are
potentially interested in the issues ODRAZ
works on.
Online communication tools such as
e-newsletters, websites, Facebook page
and YouTube channel allow to easily and
quickly distribute news and information on
implemented projects and activities.
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The Community Network (Mreža za lokalni
razvoj - MLR) is an informal network in existence
since 2004 and serves as a platform for the
exchange of relevant information in the field
of sustainable development. MLR gathers 540
members, equally from civil and public sector
and in smaller part from the business sector.

Webpages
ODRAZ webpage
address: www.odraz.hr
265 posts
116.016 visits

In the “News” section, we regularly publish
contents related to current competitions,
educations, events and other interests in the
field of civil society, public policies, sustainable
local development, sustainable mobility...

The news from the European Economic and
Social Committee and links to opinions adopted
at plenary sessions can be monitored in the
EESC News section.
In “Our themes” we present areas that are in
the focus of ODRAZ - local, sustainable and
rural development. The “Publications” section
contains 28 ODRAZ’s professional publications
and manuals, which are almost all available
electronically.
In the “Multimedia” section one can find
ODRAZ’s educational films and videos, a photo
gallery of events and media reports.

Network CIVINET Slovenia-CroatiaSEE web page
address: http://civinet-slohr.eu
108 posts
15.684 visitis

E- newsletters
e-ODRAZ - 34 issues
590 Community Network members have
received information on activities of

The web page contains latest information

implemented projects, events, calls for

and announcements of interesting EU events

applications, training and other interesting

on sustainable urban mobility, the news from

topics from the sphere of civil society,

the Croatia, Slovenia and region, as well as an

sustainable local and rural development.

CIVINET Info - CIVINET SloveniaCroatia-SEE Network e-newsletter
- 16 issueas
Members of CIVINET and all other interested
stakeholders and media have been acquainted
with network activities, members’ activities,
interesting events in the area of sustainable
urban mobility and news with EU good practice
cases.

overview of the activities of all members of
CIVINET.
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Social media
ODRAZ Sustainable Community Development
Profile address: www.facebook.com/odraz.odrzivi.razvoj.zajednice
By the end of 2016 there were 4.810 fans
1.300 posts
#OdraziSe

Facebook page Sustainable urban mobility
Profile address: www.facebook.com/CIVINET.Slo.Hr.JIE
By the end of 2016 there were 1.571 fans
During the 2016, we shared 108 posts.
#CIVINETSloHrJIE

This page was used to promote activities of the CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia
Network and also to share information and news regarding the sustainable
urban mobility.

You Tube kanal
Address: https://www.youtube.com/user/ODRAZ2000

ODRAZ YT channel has 29 video recordings, including three animated:
== Sustainable development - what´s that? - http://bit.ly/1e1k2oM
== Community Led Local Development - http://bit.ly/1K87Qiq
== Citizens know best – participation of citizens in the decision-making
process - http://bit.ly/2ilIKYo
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Cooperation with media
In order to ensure better coverage of issues on which ODRAZ works, we
have continuous cooperation with media.
During 2016, there were 106 information about our work and activities in
various media. We were guests in seven TV and three radio shows.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
Open Doors Day at ODRAZ, 24th May 2016
ODRAZ has for the fifth time joined the event “Days of Associations’ Open
Doors” and “European week of sustainable development”. For interested
visitors we held a presentation and discussion on sustainable development
and the challenges of sustainable development in Croatia and presented
the new Global Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.

Promoting European Sustainable Development Week,
30th May - 5th June 2016
This European initiative is aimed to encourage and make more visible activities, projects and events that promote sustainable development. ESDW is
coordinated by the ESDN office in the Institute for Sustainability Management on the Economics Studies, University of Vienna.
ODRAZ was involved as a Croatian coordinator, responsible for the whole
organisation in Croatia and media promotion. ESDW was actively promoted
through ODRAZ website and other social and electronic media. In 2016,
4,212 activities were organized in 38 countries.
See what events are organized in Croatia: http://bit.ly/2xsjhPR.
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Participation at the conferences, study visits
and workshops
== Euclid Summit- Conference on Social Entrepreneurship, Zagreb,
25 - 26 February // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
== Valuing Social Entrepreneurs,Zagreb, 22 February // Lidija PavićRogošić
== Week of EU Funds, Zagreb, 8 - 9 March // Martina Jagnjić
== IPA 2012 Grant Scheme - Workshop for preparation of final and interim
reports, Zagreb, 23 March // Marina Vojković, Marina Dimić Vugec
== Conference on the rule of law at EU level, Zagreb, 30 March // Lidija
Pavić-Rogošić
== Commission of the City of Zagreb for project evaluation - constitutive

Save the soil with your signature!
ODRAZ, together with more than 400 organizations, makes the coalition
“People4Soil”, which demands from the EU the establishment of norms for
the legal protection of soil, basic living things such as water and air:
https://www.people4soil.eu/hr.

session, April 27 // Marina Dimić Vugec
== Appeal to the Croatian government: Safeguard Croatia’s supportive
model for civil society development, Zagreb, May 9 // Marina Vojković,
Marina Dimić Vugec, Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
== LIFE program info days, Zagreb, 16 - 18 May // Martina Jagnjić
== Zagreb Forum 2016. Creative Cities; Zagreb, May 23 // Marina Dimić
Vugec
== Annual Meeting of the Croatian Network for Euro-Mediterranean

4th International Symposium on Environmental
Management – Towards Circular Economy
(Zagreb, 7-9 December)
ODRAZ was one of the organizers of the seminar at the Faculty of Chemical
Engineering and Technology. As part of the symposium program, ODRAZ’s
director conducted an interactive workshop on Global Sustainable
Development Goals.

Cooperation Network, Zadar, 6 - 8 June // Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
== Academy for the Croatian crafts chamber, Zagreb, July 1 // Lidija PavićRogošić
== Workshop ESF volunteers, Zagreb, July 27 // Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
== European mobility week at the Croatian Auto club, Zagreb, September
16 // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić presented the network CIVINET SloveniaCroatia-SEE
== Awards and recognitions for best environmental protection projects,
Zagreb, October 11 // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
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== Citizens participation in spatial planning, Karlovac, 27 - 28 October
// Marina Dimić Vugec
== “EU funds for Youth” conference, Zagreb, 25 November // Iva Paska
== ERASMUS, Zagreb, 16 December // Iva Paska
== Regional rural development forum on “Sustainable economy to
sustainable society” organized by the Rural development platform SEE,
Lug (Baranja), Dalj (Eastern Slavonia), 23 and 24 September // ODRAZ

Membership in national and European
networks
== CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia-SEE
== CROSOL - Croatian Platform for International Citizen Solidarity
== ECAS - The European Citizen Action Service (ECAS)
== Croatian Rural Development Network-HMRR

has actively participated in the second panel, where Višnja Jelić Mück

== Local Partnership for Employment of the City of Zagreb (LPE Zagreb)

spoke about European LAGs as the driving force for development

== Local Partnership for Employment of Zagreb County

== Presentation of the final analysis of the implementation of the anticorruption and public administration strategies in 2015 and 2016
== Presentation of the film “Citizens know the best” and the results of the

== Cooperative for Ethical Financing (ZEF)
== The Anna Lindh Foundation (ALF) / Croatian Network for cooperation in
the EuroMediterranean (ALF)

project “Education, support and promotion to good governance at the
local level”, Zagreb, 21 December // Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
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* More on: http://odraz.hr/en/about-us/ membership-in-networks

Cooperation/partnership
with other organisations
Association for Creative Development Slap, Osijek
Association for economic development REDAH (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Association of Cities in Croatia
Association of cyclists, Zagreb
Association PRAGMA, Zagreb
Association ZvoniMir, Knin
BIOM Association, Zagreb
CERD - Centre for economic and rural development (Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
City of Ljubljana
City of Rijeka
City of Nova Gorica, Slovenia
City of Velika Gorica
City of Zagreb
Croatian Anti-Poverty Network - HMPS
Croatian Chamber of Trades and Crafts

Green Network of Activist Groups-ZMAG, Zagreb
High School Croatian King Zvonimir, Krk Ibar Development Association
“IDA” (Serbia)
Institute for Labor Market Development (IRTR), Zagreb
Institute for Sustainability Management at the Faculty of Economics and
Business, University of Vienna
LAG Southern Istria
LAG One
LAG Zrinska Gora-Turopolje
LDA Sisak - Local Democracy Agency
LifePotential
Office for NGOs REC Slovenia
Rural Development Network of Montenegro
Rural Development Network of Macedonia
RODA-Parents in Action
Rural Educational Center Serbia
Slagalica Foundation, Osijek
SMART Association, Rijeka
Tetida d.o.o.

Croatian community of counties
Croatian Employment Service - Regional Office Zagreb
Croatian Rural Development Network - HMRR
Danish Board of Technology Foundation-DBT, Denmark
Deša, Dubrovnik
Development Agency Zagreb - RAZA
DOOR Society for Sustainable Development Design, Zagreb

Collaboration with:
== CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia-SEE
== Croatian Rural Development Network - HMRR
== Local Partnership for Employment of the City of Zagreb
and the Zagreb County

Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, University of Zagreb
Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences, University of Zagreb
FMG AMOR, Graz, Austria
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Revenues

Revenues

Type of revenue

Sum (KN)

Sum (KN)
971.984,00

Transfered surplus revenue from 2015

635.392,00

Grants from national sources

573.362,00

CIVINET CAPITAL

189.133,62

343.968,00

CIMULACT

156.422,38

62.737,38

IPA 2011/2012

626.427,60

Grants from the state budget
Government of the Republic of Croatia - Office for
Cooperation with NGO`s
Transfer of EU funds, IPA 2012
Grants from local budgets - City of Zagreb
Grants from other sources
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Type of revenue

281.230,40
63.000,00
166.394,00

National Foundation of Civil Society Development

58.031,00

Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency

77.378,00

Community Foundation Slagalica

30.985,00

Grants from foreign sources

Revenues from own activities

74.969,00

Financial revenues
(positive exchange rate differences)

18.731,00

Other ravenues

Total revenues

3.328,00

1.642.374,00

Expenditures
Type of expenditure

Sum (KN)

Gross salaries

670.00,00

Other employees expenditures

15.200,00

Payroll taxes

115.240,00

Bussiness travel, transportation and employee

144.346,00

professional development
Volunteers fees
Project collaborates fees, troškovi službenih putovanja
Expenditures for services, telephone, rent of space, promotion and
information, intellectual services
Expenditure for materials and energy, office supplies
Refreshments, meals on trainings and meetings, dues

533,00
313.430,00

312.967,00
25.531,00
103.520,00

Amortization

18.391,00

Financial and other non mentioned expenditures

15.303,00

Project partners transfers
Other expenditures

Total expenditures
Surplus revenue for 2017

153.190,00

1.486,00

1.889.137,00
389.162,00
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ODRAZ TEAM
PRESIDENT

EXTERNAL ASSOCIATES

Višnja Jelić Műck

Zvezdana Bajić
Natalija Banović

EMPLOYEES

Marijana Javornik Čubrić

Lidija Pavić-Rogošić // Director

Irena Devčić

Marina Dimić Vugec // Project Manager

Slađana Novota

Marina Vojković // Head of Office and Finances

Natko Stipaničev

Ksenija Vidović Vorberger // Head of Information
Iva Paska // Project Associate

VOLUNTEER
Martina Jagnjić

Marina Vojković, Zvezdana Bajić (Association ZvoniMir Knin), Iva Paska,
Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, Ksenija Vidović Vorberger, Marina Dimić Vugec
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